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 Pharma 4.0 and the Semiconductor Industry

It has been almost 15 years since the creation of the 21st Century cGMP initiative by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The main goal of this initiative was to encourage the adoption of innovative manufacturing technologies within the pharmaceutical industry.¹ Unfortunately, a mixture of cultural resistance and regulatory uncertainty has made the biopharma journey towards innovation slow and frustrating to some, especially to the Process Analytical Technologies (PAT) aficionados. Nonetheless, excitement has resurfaced during the last couple of years. This is in part thanks to several industrial factors and trends such as the FDA’s approval of two small molecule continuous manufacturing applications, the embrace of PAT in biologicals and the world-wide excitement around big data analytics.²⁻⁶ This later trend, and inevitable change, is expected to promote an exponential cultural transformation within an industry that is well known to be technologically conservative. The new generation of biopharma process engineers and leaders were academically and socially developed in an era of smart devices, networked systems and on-demand data visualization and analytics, thus the Industry 4.0 concept is just an extension of their daily routine rather than an industrial paradigm shift. Also, the trend towards smart manufacturing and the government efforts to promote cutting edge innovation has resulted in collaborative efforts between academia, government and industry to promote cyber-physical systems to enable more efficient and competitive manufacturing practices.⁷⁻⁸

Even though it is true that the pharmaceutical industry is heading in the right direction and that there are multiple groups acting as change agents by demonstrating the value of advanced measurements, advanced data analytics and advanced controls,⁴⁻⁵ there is still significant work to be done. This is particularly true in the areas of Information Technology (IT) system integration and process automation, which are critical to enhance process performance metrics and overall Operational Excellence (OpEx). The level of process improvements that can be gained by adopting newer manufacturing technologies is evident when benchmarking biopharma with other high tech Silicon Valley industries which have been forced to innovate in order to guarantee their survival in the markets. One industry, besides automotive, which is often cited as a “role model” of manufacturing performance is semiconductors.¹⁰⁻¹¹ Table 1 shows a comparison between pharma and semiconductor performance metrics. In this comparison we can see significant differences in performance metric values, with semiconductor manufacturing operating at higher process capabilities and Overall Equipment Effectiveness or OEE.¹²

When comparing performance metrics values between these two industries, it is impossible not to wonder why the marked difference between them and what can pharma leverage from Silicon Valley to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of their processes while maintaining and/or even improving quality compliance. In order to answer some of these questions, it is important to understand the complexities faced by the semiconductor manufacturing sector and their journey towards quality, effectiveness, efficiency and cutting edge innovation.
Semiconductor Manufacturing

During the semiconductor chip manufacturing process, a silicon wafer is transformed into a grid of silicon chips. Each silicon chip or “die” is manufactured to have identical layers of complex circuitry within the wafer (see Figure 1).

Chip manufacturing processes consist of a series of film depositions and etching operations and usually have hundreds of controlled steps and thousands of potential failure points. Furthermore, the spatial resolution and precision needed from the associated manufacturing measurement and control equipment could be at the nano and angstrom level. These tight quality and process control requirements, which are driven by market demands, have forced the semiconductor industry to develop and adopt sophisticated measurement, automation and control strategies which include advanced sensing and diagnostics, advanced process control (APC), precise robotics and machine learning. Developing and adopting advanced technologies has allowed semiconductor factories to meet quality and market demands while staying profitable. Advanced automation has also allowed minimizing unwanted human to process interaction. This in turn has reduced human error, operator-to-operator variability and human related contamination risk. Reducing human to process interaction has also minimized human exposure to the hazardous chemicals that are used during semiconductor processing, thus increasing operator’s safety.

Advanced Manufacturing Practices in the Semiconductor Industry

Some of the automation, control and advanced sensing strategies commonly found in semiconductor factories are real-time optimizers for scheduling and dispatching, model-based APC, multivariate diagnostics, predictive maintenance and soft sensing of unmeasured or unmeasurable process variables and product quality. This last application is known within the semiconductor industry as “virtual metrology.” In a semiconductor plant, real-time optimizers are not only utilized to optimize the process flow, but also to optimize the entire business operation. For example, at semiconductor plants ISA-95 Level 1 and Level 2 process and automation information are vertically networked to the Enterprise Resource Planner (ERP) to optimize scheduling and dispatching in real-time using heuristic and/or genetic logic. This allows the process to compensate for unscheduled downtime, prioritize production based on ERP directives and lower performing assets in order to produce at, or under, Takt time. Figure 1 depicts a high level schematic of process integration commonly found in semiconductor manufacturing plants. The integration of systems allows orchestrating the process to reduce scrap, reduce human error and increase output.

Advanced Dispatching and Scheduling

Intelligent dispatching and scheduling has enabled semiconductor manufacturing plants to: automate decisions (for a consistent operation), reclaim hidden capacity, react in real-time to factory events and manage bottlenecks, among other benefits. In most cases, advance dispatching and scheduling intelligence is built into the process by means of rule based logic. This allows the process to compensate for unscheduled downtime, prioritize production based on ERP directives and lower performing assets in order to produce at, or under, Takt time. Figure 1 depicts a high level schematic of process integration commonly found in semiconductor manufacturing plants. The integration of systems allows orchestrating the process to reduce scrap, reduce human error and increase output.

Table 1. Comparison between two critical semiconductor and pharma manufacturing performance metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semiconductor Performance Metrics (Average)</th>
<th>Pharma Performance Metrics (Average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OEE 80% - 90%</td>
<td>Pharma OEE 15% - 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capability 5σ - 6σ</td>
<td>Process Capability 2σ - 3σ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. ISPE Community of Practice “Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) and its Application in Pharma/Biopharma Manufacturing Part 2 of 4 – OEE State of the Art in the Pharma Industry” 2011
2. G. K. Raju, PhD, “Learning from Other Industries” PQS (ICH Q10) 2011 Conference.

Figure 1. Silicon wafer after patterning, each silicon chip or “die” is manufactured to have identical layers of complex circuitry within the wafer. Picture courtesy of Applied Materials.
Fault Detection and Classification

Excursion detection and failure mode determination, called Fault Detection and Classification or “FDC” in the semiconductor industry, is employed on virtually all semiconductor processes. FDC combines real-time trace data collection of key equipment and process variables, along with process output quality information and advanced analytics such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to determine when an excursion has occurred. These excursions can be indicative of a process change that might impact product quality or an equipment system change that might relate to equipment or equipment component health. Acting on these FDC indications has translated to benefits such as improved product quality, reduced product scrap and reduced downtime.

Virtual Metrology

Virtual metrology (a.k.a soft sensing) is used during semiconductor manufacturing to model and predict equipment and product quality parameters. These predictions are used in semiconductor manufacturing to detect, and control, quality excursions and equipment and component health issues without increasing process cycle time. Thus virtual metrology is often employed in critical processes in the process flow, where process control and cycle time have significant impact on the overall production yield and throughput. Some predictive algorithms and methods used in the semiconductor industry for virtual metrology are Partial Least Squares, Support Vector Machines, Multiple Linear Regression, Artificial Neural Networks and ensemble methods.

Predictive Maintenance

Predictive Maintenance, PdM, also referred to as Predictive Preventative Maintenance (PPM) or a component of Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) is receiving considerable attention in semiconductor manufacturing because it is focused on reducing unscheduled downtime, which is a major source of quality loss and cost in manufacturing. While some PdM solutions are relatively straight-forward extensions of FDC, most involve extensive data mining and analysis capabilities to develop models that not only predict the future occurrence of an equipment or component failure, but also indicate the time horizon for remaining useful time as well as a...
confidence and range of the prediction. These PdM prediction events are linked into maintenance, inventory, scheduling and manufacturing execution systems to optimize uptime, cost, productivity and quality. PdM could play a fundamental role within any plant Lean Manufacturing initiative since it de-risks the process and allows for the time horizon to be factored in during preventive maintenance optimization calculations, thus reducing planned downtime as well. Figure 4 shows an example of a PdM application deployed in semiconductor manufacturing. In this PdM application a multivariate failure mode model was used to estimate a PdM index that triggers an alarm when heating devices (lamps in this case) need to be replaced. Before the implementation of this PdM strategy, the user either ran the lamps to failure, resulting in unscheduled downtime and scrap, or used simple fault detection techniques to detect imminent failure (~4 hours in advance). The imminent failure region in the depicted PdM index curve is marked in red. When operating in this red region there is a high risk of unscheduled downtime, scrap and low yield. With this PdM index model the plant was able to predict failures ~5 days in advanced (yellow region). This longer time-to-fail horizon allows the plant to optimize the maintenance schedule. The prediction accuracy of this failure mode model is over 80%.

A sample of actual reported benefits from application of these advanced technologies in semiconductor manufacturing operations is provided in Table 3. Many of the benefits arise from the combination of these technologies in a complementary fashion and the integration of the capabilities with existing system for manufacturing execution, scheduling and maintenance.

**Semiconductor Operational Excellence Journey**

The semiconductor industry’s journey towards innovation and operational excellence has been long (over thirty years) and as aforementioned market driven. Given the complexity of the semiconductor chip manufacturing process, this journey has also relied on systematic methodologies such as Six Sigma, Lean Manufacturing and continuous improvement combined with the adoption of advanced data analytics (univariate statistical process control and multivariate modeling), process technologies (e.g. double patterning lithography) and advanced sensing (e.g. spectroscopy, reflectometry and residual gas analysis). Proper and timely data analytics have been key in enabling OpEx and continuous improvements in this industry. In semiconductor manufacturing it is not common to perform process improvements without baseline analytics to determine process control ranges (or the lack of them), which follows continuous improvement and often six sigma precepts. Figure 5 shows a timeline of some of the advances and innovation incorporation in semiconductor manufacturing from 1993 to 2012.

**Leveraging Lessons from Semiconductor for Pharma**

The pharmaceutical industry has the opportunity of leveraging many lessons from Silicon Valley to ensure a smooth transition to the cyber-physical and decentralized decision era. The first, and most important lesson, is the criticality of IT infrastructure integration. Integration of the process components and IT infrastructure needs to be achieved in order to comprehensively optimize the performance of a process with real-time control and intelligent decision making based on raw material properties, process health and business needs.

Vertical networking of production systems to enable smart factories/plants is still at a very early stage within the pharmaceutical industry especially when operating in batch mode. In many pharmaceutical plants we can still find a very fragmented IT infrastructure, which doesn’t allow generating a comprehensive picture of the process state, let alone making holistic data driven decisions in real-time. Making data and context available with real-time data infrastructure solutions will be the key enabler for integration and data-driven decision making. Even though many pharma companies are embracing real-time data infrastructure solutions, advanced data analytics and machine learning

**Table 3. Sample of reported benefits from application of advanced diagnostics and control capabilities in semiconductor manufacturing (data supplied by Applied Materials)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Wafer Arcing (type of defect) Fault Detection</td>
<td>26x improve detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Chemical Mechanical Polishing</td>
<td>50% higher process capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Lithography Overlay</td>
<td>100% higher process capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Etch and Diffusion</td>
<td>&gt;25% higher process capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td>&gt;40% higher process capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Process Error Prevention</td>
<td>&gt;12 lots saved within comparable historical time frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Reduced Wafer Scrap at Etching</td>
<td>25% reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Downtime</td>
<td>Reduced downtime by 20 hours/week at thin film and 26 hours/week at diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Automated early fault detection</td>
<td>25x higher than by human detection alone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
algorithms are not commonly incorporated within operations and/or planning control strategies yet.

The use of integrated real-time data infrastructures is of paramount importance when developing and implementing supervised data-driven models using machine learning approaches. In many pharmaceutical plants, process or equipment fault context, product quality data, maintenance logs and timely process information doesn’t reside within the same database. Thus, in order to identify fault models or any other soft model type such as those used for PdM, significant efforts in offline data identification, retrieval and merging has to be performed prior to modeling. These efforts are further complicated when process changes are implemented, as they may invalidate some empirical models. Thus, a continuous automated learning or algorithm training approach is recommended in order to develop less cumbersome life cycle model maintenance practices for data driven approaches. This approach is only realistically possible using integration, aggregation and evolutionary automated (or semi-automated) modeling practices.

### Summary

The Industry 4.0 concept is the expected evolutionary path for all manufacturing arenas. The semiconductor industry has been forced to adopt many of the pillars of Industry 4.0 and Advanced Manufacturing in order to survive and thrive in the markets, and to adjust to technology demands. Semiconductor manufacturing processes are highly complex and sophisticated and yet the manufacturing metrics from this industry are significantly higher than the ones produced by pharma. This should be regarded by the pharmaceutical industry as a tremendous opportunity to leverage innovative technologies that are already mature in other industries and have been proven to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of highly complex operations. Leveraging lessons learned from the semiconductor journey should greatly benefit the pharmaceutical industry and our health care system while minimizing the cost and risk associated with early adoption.
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